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Can Unions Use Worker Center Strategies?:
In an Age of Doing More With Less, Unions Should Consider Thinking Locally but Acting Globally

Jennifer Hill*

In May 2010, UNITE HERE Local 355 held a meeting in Miami called “Rise Up for Haiti.” Most of this local union’s members are low-wage Haitian workers trying both to support their families here and deal with the devastating impact of January’s earthquake on family and home communities in Haiti. As preparation for the meeting, a Haitian union activist spent weeks conducting in-depth interviews with 250 other Haitian members. Members identified two priorities for union action. First, members – many of whom have faced wage stagnation since September 11, 2001 – asked that their union aggressively seek wage increases in bargaining because workers need more money if they are to support their families here and to increase remittances home. Second, members wanted their union to be actively engaged in advocating for comprehensive immigration reform.

* Jennifer Hill is Director of the Workplace Justice Project at the Florida Immigrant Advocacy Center, which she created as a Skadden Fellow in 2007. Ms. Hill worked as a union organizer for roughly 12 years with local unions of the Service Employees International Union in Tennessee and Florida, with the AFL-CIO Southern Region, and with the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers in Iowa. Ms. Hill helped found a worker center in Michigan, the Washtenaw County Workers Center, and a women’s labor solidarity organization, STITCH. Many thanks for information, feedback, and suggestions to Fran Ansley, Ian Robinson, Dave Dobbie, Jen Luff, Marnie Mahoney, Ellen Dannin, Ken Casebeer, Mary Gundrum, J.J. Rosenbaum, Liz O’Connor, Rachel Micah-Jones, Lysie Joanem, and Wendi Walsh. Special thanks to Professor Kerri Stone, the FIU Law Review staff, and interns Amy Shenstone, Kristin Drecktrah, and Jorge de Cardenas.

4 UNITE HERE Local 355 Rises Up for Haiti, supra note 1.
During the union forum, Haitian workers talked about their extraordinary efforts to make a living on low wages in the United States while sending roughly thirty percent of their wages to support family in Haiti.\(^5\) Even prior to the devastating earthquake in Haiti, this took sacrifice; now, even more support is needed in Haiti. In addition, the lack of a path to citizenship for some workers or family members in this country is a huge obstacle to stability. Responding to the Haitian speakers, Latino workers, local politicians, and union leaders spoke out in solidarity.\(^6\) The union made the commitment to the two priorities suggested by Haitian members, exorcising the ghost of a past in which Haitians were incompletely included in union activities.\(^7\)

I attended, together with my young daughter, and felt deep admiration. Unionism at its best brings people together across boundaries, despite suffering, in hope and in struggle. I was happy to be there showing support and involving my daughter in such a moving experience.

Later, thinking about the commitment made to the goals of wage gains and immigration reform, I also felt curious. Could the union win significant wage gains, representing workers at only three out of several hundred South Florida hotels, two casinos, and several airport food service concessionaires?\(^8\) Although those employers are relatively stable and not likely to move overseas, the economy is rotten, competition is stiff, and unskilled workers – particularly immigrant workers – abound in South Florida. Nevertheless, with a strong effort, the local probably could win wage gains. If so, could the local maintain the bargaining units despite strong competitive pressures over time if wages were set at above-market rates? Will the local also try to win or keep strong contract language on health insurance, retirement, discipline procedures, attendance, scheduling, health and safety, seniority, and other issues? What resources will be required to establish the

\(^5\) Id.

\(^6\) Id.


\(^8\) *South Florida Workers United* (Unite Here Local 355, Miami, Fla.), Fall 2008, available at http://unitehere355.org/pdfs/unite_here_355_newsletter_9_08.pdf (listing three hotels: Fontainebleau, Miami Resort, and Diplomat; two casinos: Isle Casino and Gulfstream; and several food service concessionaires at the Miami and Fort Lauderdale airports as employers with UNITE-HERE-covered bargaining units); see also *Airline Catering Workers Rally at Miami Int’l Airport for Better Contracts*, Zimbio, Apr. 6, 2010, http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/5Hzhd5aESce/Airline+Catering+Workers+Rally+Miami+Int’l+Airport+for+Better+Contracts (listing other food service concessionaires entering into negotiations with UNITE-HERE).
leadership, training, staff, and other support to enforce the contracts? If the union also wants to dedicate resources to new organizing and immigration reform, is that possible? Probably not. I do not think that unions, in general, can do all they want to do – all that in a more just world they could and should do – to effect change for most low-wage workers in most areas of the country.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, not thinking about unions at all, said that “[a]ll life is an experiment, and the more experiments you make the better.”

Unions, with dwindling numbers and no clear strategy for a turnaround, might accomplish more by experimenting with a model laid out by the worker center movement, one that calls for doing less in bargaining and representation. Unions could increase their relevance to low-income communities, particularly immigrants, by limiting involvement in activities aimed at addressing worksite problems and increasing investment in public policy, leadership development, and organizing work. Though union members would have to sacrifice as the scope of contracts and contract enforcement were diminished, workers and unions also would gain from the new approach. The labor movement could grow stronger if “union voice” were reframed in terms of broad social justice goals, sparking internal discussion and creative strategies to address the common challenges facing members and non-members, immigrants and non-immigrants, and unions as well as other forms of worker organizations.

I. FOLLOWING A WORKER CENTER PATH: DOING LESS TO ACCOMPLISH MORE

The labor movement has been in decline for several decades, in part because the National Labor Relations Act has failed, either in its terms or in

---

9 Emerson Journal Entry, Nov. 11, 1842 (on file with author).
10 “Social justice unionism” is an idea that has generated much useful and thought-provoking discussion, sometimes more and sometimes less generous-spirited in understanding the day-to-day work and struggles of union members, staff, and leaders. See, e.g., BILL FLETCHER & FERNANDO GAPASIN, SOLIDARITY DIVIDED: THE CRISIS IN ORGANIZED LABOR AND A NEW PATH TOWARD SOCIAL JUSTICE (2008); KIM MOODY, U.S. LABOR IN TROUBLE AND TRANSITION (2008).

In 2009, the union membership rate – the percent of wage and salary workers who were members of a union – was 12.3%, essentially unchanged from 12.4% a year earlier, the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported today. The number of wage and salary workers belonging to unions declined by 771,000 to 15.3 million, largely reflecting the overall drop in employment due to the recession. In 1983, the first year for which comparable union data are available, the union membership rate was 20.1%, and there were 17.7 million union workers.


13 There are several ways to define low-income workers: those making minimum wage, those at or below the poverty line, those at or below 200% of poverty-level wages, and those making some defined amount less than the median wage. For purposes of this paper, the characteristics of low-income sectors that make them hard to organize and sustain in bargaining units is more important than the precise definition of low-income. Michael Selmi defines “low-wage workers [as] equivalent to those individuals who earn approximately $12 an hour in 2009 wages. This wage represents the midway point between poverty-level wages and the median wage.” Michael Selmi, Unions, Education, and the Future of Low-Wage Workers, 1 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 147, 151 (2009). Selmi also notes that immigrants, including: documented and undocumented Latinos, single mothers, and African-Americans are disproportionately represented in the low-wage population. Id. at 151-52; see also JOHN SCHMITT, CTR. FOR ECON. & POL’Y RESEARCH, UNIONS AND UPWARD MOBILITY FOR WOMEN WORKERS 3 n.9 (2008), available at http://www.cepr.net/documents/publications/unions_and_upward_mobility_for_women_workers_2008_12.pdf. Schmitt studied low-wage workers who were employed primarily in fifteen low-wage occupations, excluding occupations with very few workers or very low unionization rates; the list included “food preparation workers, cashiers, cafeteria workers, child-care workers, cooks, housekeeping cleaners, home-care aides, packers and packagers, janitors, grounds maintenance workers, nursing and home-health aides, stock clerks, teachers’ assistants, laborers and freight workers, and security guards,” which together make up 15% of the workforce. Id. at 8. In these occupations, among civilian workers, undocumented workers are prevalent; for example, undocumented workers make up 17% of food preparation workers, 20% of cooks, 22% of maids and housekeeping cleaners, 20% of packers and packagers, and 25% of grounds maintenance workers. Id; see also JEFFREY S. PASCAL, THE SIZE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNAUTHORIZED MIGRANT POPULATION IN THE U.S. 11-13 (2006), available at http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/61.pdf. In addition, many retail workers are low-wage workers, and retail is a large category. Id.; see also HEATHER BOUSHEY ET AL., UNDERSTANDING LOW-WAGE WORK IN THE UNITED STATES 10 (2007), available at http://www.inclusion.org/files/lowwagework.pdf.
What the labor movement needs now is more experimentation that challenges deeply-held beliefs about what a union looks like and does. Although unions have explored innovative organizing strategies in recent years, post-organizing bargaining and representation programs remain largely unchanged. Ideas from the dynamic worker center movement could prove useful, albeit perhaps unsettling. 15

Worker centers generally work with low-wage, immigrant workers. 16 The centers tend to focus on industries with low union density, where

---

14 Kate Bronfenbrenner and Rob Hickey have analyzed data on union tactics and win rates in organizing campaigns and emphasized the need for unions to more consistently run comprehensive organizing campaigns. I believe there is the same urgent need for unions to radically restructure their post-organizing operations. See KATE BRONFENBRENNER & ROB HICKEY, BLUEPRINT FOR CHANGE: A NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF WINNING UNION ORGANIZING STRATEGIES 55 (2003) (“Unions cannot wait for labor law reform, for a more favorable economic climate, or more favorable political environment before they begin to utilize this more comprehensive, multifaceted, and intensive strategy in all their organizing efforts, inside and outside the NLRB process.”).

15 The dynamism of the worker center movement is in part shown by the rapid increase in the number of centers around the country, from fewer than five in 1992 to roughly 160 by 2007. See Janice Fine, A Marriage Made in Heaven? Mismatches and Misunderstandings Between Worker Centres and Unions, 45 BRIT. J. INDUS. REL. 335, 339 (2007).

employment often is subcontracted, temporary, or otherwise marked as contingent, or where small “shops” – a convenient term for worksites – predominate. 17 Worker centers operate on a scale and in industries inhospitable to traditional collective bargaining. The forces of domestic and global capitalism create intense competitive pressures. Individual firms and workers appear and disappear quickly, even as the need for someone to clean, weed, carry, cook, or care for others remains relatively constant. These shifting sands make the landscape a difficult one in which to build worker power.

Unions and worker centers have developed a model of organizing that relies on employment laws, rather than labor laws, to insulate nascent efforts among low-wage workers. If, in addition, unions were to look to worker center experiences in post-organizing stages of union life, even more would change. Unions would do less inside organized shops in order to do more outside the shops. Union leaders would abandon the beliefs that a union must take on shop-floor problems in order to represent workers adequately, that a union must use shop-floor structures for leadership development, and that a union must use bargaining as the key tool to raise standards.

Instead of bargaining for as strong and comprehensive a contract as possible, the union would bargain for a limited contract. A grievance


17 Jonathan P. Hiatt & Lee W. Jackson, Union Survival Strategies for the Twenty-First Century, 12 The Lab. Law. 165, 167 (1996). Hiatt and Jackson distinguish between “core” jobs, where workers perform “a narrow set of functions [defined by firms] as those worth being performed by permanent, full-time employees,” and the “periphery,” where workers perform functions “through a variety of ‘contingent’ arrangements which negate or minimize the firm’s legal and social obligations owed to those performing these services for the firms.” Id. at 167. Among the sorts of contingent relationships that place jobs in the periphery are “disposable” temporary or part-time workers, workers hired through an intermediary employee leasing, temporary agency, or service contractor. Id.

18 See Eduardo Porter, Unions Pay Dearly for Success, N.Y. Times, Jan. 29, 2006, at B4 (describing union decline as in part a function of prior success at raising wage rates, putting unionized employers in jeopardy as economic globalization and industry transformations have increased competitive pressures); John Seewer, Unions Target New Groups of Workers, Hous. Chron., Mar. 23, 2007, available at http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/fn/4656012.html (noting that “[t]he new faces of unions are immigrants [and other] groups who are unlikely to lose their jobs to overseas workers” and describing some steps unions are taking to change their approach.”). In Houston, SEIU organized 5300 janitorial workers after several years and millions of dollars expended in the campaign, but new organizing is not turning the tide. Labor’s acceptance of the need for changed strategies makes up part of the “end of the globalization debate,” whereby worker rights activists increasingly frame demands in terms of global norms rather than in terms of “the democratic self-determination of national communities” and are part of “global networks of activists who intervene in struggles surrounding the terms of economic and social life in communities throughout the world. . . .” Robert Howse, Book Review, The End of the Globalization Debate: A Review Essay, 121 Harv. L. Rev. 1528, 1533-34 (2008).
procedure still would be important. The union, however, would limit the contract’s guarantees and the grievance procedures’ reach primarily to rights already existing under employment statutes, such as minimum wage, overtime, and anti-discrimination. The union would not seek dramatic wage increases. To the extent shop-floor issues were confronted, workers would lead the struggle with little or no on-site support from union staff. Union rights, such as dues deduction, union leave, or organizing rights, would be a priority in bargaining insofar as those rights supported outside-the-shop activities such as policy advocacy, new organizing, and workforce development activities. As a result, the “union difference” for low-wage workers would not be defined primarily in terms of wage and benefit increases, unless increases were won through across-the-board policies benefiting members and non-members alike. The union would still be a mechanism for workers to have a “voice,” but that voice would mostly speak outside the shop.

At first, this seems crazy. Workers who arguably most need wage increases and broad protections would not get them. Unionists would be abandoning—or at least radically departing from—the approach traditionally taken and the tools traditionally used to improve the work lives of members. They would set aside their belief in a fundamental progression—shop-floor fights generate strong leaders, who win workplace improvements, which motivates members for action outside the worksite, which together builds a strong union. Instead, unionists would see community-based activities as equally or more important paths to building leadership and strength. Unions would select issue-based fights with a priority on mobilizing unorganized workers, making policy gains, or otherwise amplifying the impact of the union’s limited resources.

There are four reasons for exploring a worker center approach. First, unions do not have a significant presence in low-wage industries in the private sector, and that presence goes from low to negligible in areas with low overall union density. Workers unlucky enough to be in subcontracted,

---


20 I don’t think it is possible to make an argument about what workers “need” unions for the most, but one often hears an argument that unions are needed most for those subject to the most blatant exploitation. The argument is commonly made that unions are most effective in making improvements for lower-wage workers. The “union difference” represented by wage improvements is highest for low-wage workers and declines as the wage level increases. See, e.g., John Schmitt, CTR. FOR ECON. & POL’Y RESEARCH, THE UNION ADVANTAGE FOR LOW WAGE WORKERS (2008), available at http://www.cepr.net/documents/publications/quantile_2008_05.pdf.
temporary, part-time, or other contingent relationships, in small shops, or in heavily immigrant workforces, are left out almost as completely as are the categories of workers excluded under the NLRA. 21 There is little indication that unions can even maintain their marginal presence in low-wage, heavily-immigrant sectors, much less increase it, by following the current path. 22

Second, worker centers have had an impact greater than their size would lead one to expect. Leading worker centers have demonstrated that – at least on a small scale – membership, leadership, energy, and modest improvements in workplace standards can be achieved without a traditional shop-floor-based program. Unions traditionally have used a strategy of taking wages out of competition by organizing a high percentage of workers in a market or industry and bringing up wages across the board. Thus, no one employer suffers the sort of competitive disadvantage that it would if it were alone in raising wages. That strategy has proved untenable in the era of globalization, as unionization rates have declined and competition has intensified. Worker centers are developing structures that offer a route to self-organization and collective action to low-wage workers. Worker centers also are creating programs that aim to improve skills, raise standards, and amplify the collective voice of workers, particularly immigrants. Because worker centers are quite different from unions – tiny in


size, not self-funded, and not mandated to be governed democratically—translating worker center approaches to a union scale and context will be difficult. Making the transition, however, could help unions create a path to sustainability and even growth.

Third, many experiments would not depend on changes in the NLRA, its interpretation, or its administration through the NLRB. There is not much in the NLRA, as currently written and interpreted, to encourage unions to engage in creative experimentation. On the other hand, the NLRA does not appear to prevent a union from exploring a worker-center-like approach, and the NLRB would be most helpful if, in addition to restoring rights that have been eaten away by anti-worker interpretations of the Act, the Board made an effort not to stymie such innovation. Unions could and should engage in experimentation to move away from traditional approaches to bargaining and representation in low-wage sectors.

Fourth, unions have struggled to develop what many call a “social justice unionism” approach. This approach is one in which the core value of collective action is preserved while activities, structures, and strategies adjust to very difficult economic and political realities. For example, unions have been criticized for adopting a “business” model of unionism, in which enforcing contract gains for existing members was prioritized over organizing new members or mobilizing members as activists. Many unions shifted to an “organizing” model, shifting resources toward new organizing and political action in which worker-activists were deeply involved. Because membership growth has proved both more difficult and less transformative in itself than hoped, unions continue to search for ways to maintain relevance and power. Following the worker center model, unions might be able to root discussions of change in the “view from the bottom,” where immigrant workers live in an environment from which unions are

23 The differences in scale, democratic accountability, legal and ethical obligations, funding, structural constraints, and organizational cultures and history are enormous. I have found (albeit with limited experience) many activists on the worker center side of the labor movement to overestimate the innovativeness of their organizing methods, to underestimate the obligations (legal and ethical) of union leaders to their members, and to carry out their work, wonderful though it is, in an environment from which experienced union organizers and leaders largely are absent. This is not intentional, of course, but it is a pity. Worker centers depend for their impact in large part on the existence and support of unions and have much to learn from unions and unionists too.

24 Many commentators have described possible routes to restore rights that have been undermined by courts or the Board in earlier years. Labor law renewal and labor law reform both are tremendously important. See Ellen Dannin, Should the National Labor Relations Act Be Retired?: NLRA Values, Labor Values, American Values, 26 Berkeley J. Emp. & Lab. L. 223 (2005); Ellen Dannin, Not a Limited, Confined, or Private Matter—Who is an ‘Employee’ Under the National Labor Relations Act, 59 Lab. L.J. 5, 8 (2008).

25 The move away from traditional approaches likely could and should be made in higher-wage units also, but my concern here is with low-wage sectors.
largely absent. By imagining new structures and programs from scratch, in a sense, unions might be more free to move away from activities that made sense for other workers in other times but no longer make sense.

II. FOR LOW-WAGE WORKERS, HARDLY A UNION IN SIGHT

In 2009, 13.6% of public and private sector workers nationally were part of a bargaining unit, but only roughly 8% of full-time low-wage workers were represented by unions. Most low-wage earners worked for employers with fewer than 100 employees, and they worked in service and hospitality jobs. On first reflection, 8% does not sound like an insignificant amount, but that figure is deceptive because it masks stratification among low-wage jobs and geographical differences in union density that leaves many individuals, especially undocumented immigrants, in an unprotected frontier.

A good place to start to understand the numbers is with a description of the core-periphery distinction. The quickening pace of globalization, technological advances, and shifting markets has affected all aspects of the economy. Major industries have undergone massive restructuring and reengineering of their processes and strategies. Firms have responded by adopting more flexible systems of employment, and companies have become “leaner,” outsourcing or spinning off peripheral activities, employ-


In 2005–06, 7.9 percent of full-time low income workers belonged to a union, 45.2 percent worked in an establishment with fewer than 25 employees, 24.6 percent worked in an establishment with 26 to 99 employees and less than one-third (30.1 percent) worked in an establishment with 100, or more, employees. Full-time low income workers were most likely to work in service industries with 26.4 percent working in professional services occupations and 18.0 percent working in leisure/hospitality/other services.

27 See CARROLL & MILLER, supra note 26, at iii-v (Executive Summary).

28 See Howse, supra note 18, at 1529 (adding the globalization of law to Jurgen Habermas’ defining of globalization as “the cumulative processes of a worldwide expansion of trade and production, commodity and financial markets, fashions, the media and computer programs, news and communications networks, transportation systems and flows of migration, the risks generated by large-scale technology, environmental damage and epidemics, as well as organized crime and terrorism”).
ing fewer full-time workers, and relying more on contract and part-time employees. Whereas in the Fifties, Sixties, and Seventies, most U.S. workers – especially blue-collar workers – were shielded from competitive unstructured labor markets, today, a growing number of these workers are not.\footnote{Fine, Edge of Dream, supra note 16, at 429-30.} As the world has moved away from a model in which “the work of firms was done by employees of the firm,”\footnote{Hiatt & Jackson, supra note 17, at 167.} companies have turned to “contingent” workers, including independent contractors. In contingent relationships, users of labor are separated from workers by intermediary employers; contingent workers include independent contractors, employees provided through temporary agencies or labor service providers.\footnote{Hiatt & Jackson, supra note 17, at 167.} These contingent workers “lack the kind of stable attachment to a firm which in the past has been the hallmark of the employment relationship.”\footnote{Hiatt & Jackson, supra note 17, at 167.}

With this core-periphery distinction in mind, Jon Hiatt and Lee Jackson, in 1996, sketched out legal obstacles and strategic challenges for unions with reference to four categories of workers: skilled core, skilled periphery, unskilled core, unskilled periphery. The issues they identified impede each group’s ability to form and sustain unions. Unskilled workers can be read generally to mean low-wage workers. For example, unskilled core workers are those who are direct employees in low-wage occupations such as most service workers in hotels, nursing homes, and restaurants. Such unions “want a union first and foremost to improve their economic lot” and seem to be just the sort of worker the NLRA should help most. Nevertheless, the sorts of obstacles such workers confront in the organizing process – threats, firings, and other illegal tactics – as well as weak remedies for violations and the ease with which employers can replace strikers undermine the Act’s effectiveness. The strategic challenge that emerges as a result of these legal obstacles is to develop better economic pressure tactics so that workers have a realistic chance not just to join a union but to win improvements in negotiations. For unskilled peripheral workers, on the other hand, the biggest problem is bringing workers within the ambit of labor protections at all. Independent contractors, temporary

\footnote{Hiatt & Jackson, supra note 17, at 167.}
and part-time employees, and workers employed by intermediary contractors all are either formally or effectively excluded from protections under the Act. Even where workers could be seen as employees under the Act, the economic reality is that not only the employees but the undercapitalized contractors themselves are disposable. Given the narrow definition of joint employment and broad definition of a third-party neutral under the Act, Hiatt and Jackson explain that low-skilled peripheral workers have a hard time winning union representation.

It is useful to keep the core-periphery distinction in mind. Although stable “core” employment has eroded dramatically since 1996, relatively stable employers, particularly large stable employers, still exist, and in some industries lead employers control big market shares and directly employ many workers. Such employers – large chains of hotels, hospitals, or other businesses employing both high and low-wage workers – are seen as the most desirable organizing targets.

Low-wage workers who are union members are likely to be employed in core rather than peripheral low-wage jobs. In Florida, for example, UNITE HERE represents low-wage workers employed in large bargaining units by Disney, the Fountainebleau Hotel, and the Diplomat Hotel, as well as in several smaller food concession, hotel, and casino units.33 These are big employers, whose employees are more likely to have stable, if low-paid, employment. Their employees are also less likely to be undocumented than those in contingent work or those working for very small employers. Similarly, most Florida members of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) are employed by reasonably large firms, including hospitals and nursing homes; some work for smaller employers or labor service providers.34

Many unions still hold out hope of gaining significant density among core workers in an industry in order to raise wages and benefits without subjecting organized employers to overly-damaging competitive pressures. The old strategy of taking wages out of competition still is the guiding force in decision-making where unions see high-density unionization as an

---


34 I should note that I worked some time ago for SEIU 1991, a hospital local; worked also for SEIU Florida Healthcare Union, which was at the time a nursing home local and recently became part of 1199NY; and I consulted for a brief time for what was SEIU 11 and is now part of SEIU 32BJ, the building services local. I also am part of a coalition, the South Florida Wage Theft Task Force, which includes UNITE HERE Local 355, SEIU, and the South Florida AFL-CIO.
Can Unions Use Worker Center Strategies?

achievable goal. Occasionally unions can overcome legal obstacles and bring in new units sufficiently large to increase density significantly. Healthcare and public sector unions in Southern California, for example, won passage of legislation creating a public entity that served as the employer of almost 100,000 homecare workers just for collective bargaining purposes. The fact that unions in a few places have continued to organize new units and win higher-than-market wages and benefits for some groups of workers makes for a double-edged result. Unions take away the lesson that it is smart to focus where the conditions exist for increasing density—markets where unions already are strong enough that political victories are possible, as in California’s homecare organizing, or industries where a few key employers control most of the market share and are particularly susceptible to economic pressure tactics available to unions. Unions are not wrong to try to increase density in markets or industries, but there simply is no evidence that unions might ride out the bad times without making fundamental change—something akin to denying global warming because some icebergs haven’t melted.

The strategic challenges identified by Hiatt and Jackson are widely applicable because core jobs have declined, and peripheral employment relationships have become more the norm. Unions cannot overcome legal and structural obstacles that make it hard for core and peripheral workers to exert pressure against a common employer. Imagine a typical luxury hotel, which hosts a workforce that includes direct hotel employees, outsourced housekeepers, employees at a “sublet” independent restaurant or coffee shop, and temporary guest workers. Those workers who were formerly the “orphans” of the labor movement because they were excluded from the law’s protections—independent contractors, domestic workers, small business employees—now are joined by many others for whom access to protections through traditional organizing and bargaining is practically impossible.

Union numbers are polarized geographically. In low union density, high-immigrant states along the southern U.S. border, for example, union presence is quite low. Overall private sector union membership runs from a low of two percent in Florida to a high of six percent in Alabama, with Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi falling in between. These numbers include those workers in higher-wage units, such

---

35 Eight percent of private sector workers were covered by a union contract in 2009. Hirsch & Macpherson, supra note 26.

36 Id. (border state statistics for percent of workers covered in a bargaining unit/percent actually members of unions are, respectively: Arizona (4.2%/3.6%), New Mexico (4.1%/3.1%), Texas
as transportation, healthcare, and communications. As a result, the percent of low-wage workers in unions is less, perhaps significantly less, than the overall number. Knowing exactly how low the real number of low-wage, unionized workers is – whether one out of every hundred, one out of every thousand, or even fewer of Florida’s low-wage workers is a union member – is less important than absorbing the implications of the fact that at least ninety-eight out of every hundred are not.

This leaves undocumented immigrant workers largely out in the cold. Immigrants, particularly undocumented immigrants, tend to be at the bottom of the occupational hierarchy, where union rates are low. Undocumented immigrant workers are more prevalent in just those low-wage industries with layers of subcontracting or other contingent relationships, or in small, dispersed worksites, making unionization more difficult. Undocumented immigrants along the Southern border of the U.S. or in other low-density states are isolated from union presence also by geography. Janice Fine painted a startlingly accurate picture when she remarked that low-wage immigrant workers “are as likely to be struck by lightning as to be approached to join a union.”

There is little evidence that a quick turnaround in union membership numbers is likely, particularly among low-wage workers. Unions face an uphill battle because the causes of their decline are numerous and complex,

(3.7%/3.1%), Louisiana (4.1%/3.7%), Mississippi (5.2%/4.4%), Alabama (6.9%/6.0%), Florida (2.6%/2.%).  


40 See John Seewer, supra note 18 (noting that unions need 500,000 new members a year just to offset annual losses and describing possible changes as unions “offer more job training, serve as a third party to resolve disputes or work more as a support organization for immigrants”).
including legal obstacles,\textsuperscript{41} effective anti-union campaigning by employers,\textsuperscript{42} increasing numbers of contingent workers with few ties to each other or any employer, organizing campaigns that are inadequately funded or badly-run,\textsuperscript{43} job loss in traditionally unionized sectors, and pressures on workers and unions resulting from economic change and recession.\textsuperscript{44}

Much more than union membership numbers or even institutional survival is at stake. Where unions are absent, abuses flourish, and people suffer. Many have reported on the legal violations, including “wage theft,” unsafe working conditions, and illegal retaliation.\textsuperscript{45} Low-wage jobs are not essentially like higher-wage jobs, except that they pay less.\textsuperscript{46} Rather, as

\textsuperscript{41} See generally Hiatt & Jackson, supra note 17.

\textsuperscript{42} See BRONFENBRENNER & HICKY, supra note 14, at 38.

\textsuperscript{43} The overwhelming majority of employers in our sample aggressively opposed the union’s organizing efforts through a combination of threats, discharges, promises of improvements, unscheduled unilateral changes in wages and benefits, bribes, and surveillance. Individually and in combination, these tactics are extremely effective in reducing union election win rates. Fifty-two percent of all employers in our sample and 68 percent of those in mobile industries made threats of full or partial plant closure during the organizing drive. Approximately one in every four employers (26 percent) discharged workers for union activity, while 48 percent made promises of improvement, 20 percent gave unscheduled wage increases, and 17 percent made unilateral changes in benefits and working conditions. Sixty-seven percent of the employers held supervisor one-on-ones with employees at least weekly, 34 percent gave bribes or special favors to those who opposed the union, 31 percent assisted the anti-union committee, and 10 percent used electronic surveillance of union activists during the organizing campaign. Employers threatened to refer undocumented workers to the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in 7 percent of all campaigns and in 52 percent of cases where undocumented workers were present.

\textsuperscript{44} See Selmi, supra note 11, at 156-64.

\textsuperscript{45} KIM BOBO, WAGE THEFT IN AMERICA 7-8 (2009); ANA AVENDANO ET AL., ICED OUT: HOW IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT HAS INTERFERED WITH WORKERS’ RIGHTS 5-6, 9-10 (2008), available at http://www.nelp.org/page/-/Justice/ICED_OUT.pdf?nocdn=1; ANNETTE BERNHARDT, ET AL., supra note 37, at 2-6. It is worth browsing the websites of the National Employment Law Project (www.nelp.org), Interfaith Worker Justice (www.iwj.org), and AFL-CIO (www.aflcio.org) to learn about the widespread violation of labor and employment laws in low-wage sectors and among immigrant workers. The exploitation of these workers is systematic, constitution “business as usual” in many sectors, but is no less cruel for being common.

\textsuperscript{46} Descriptions of conditions in the car wash industry are a useful example. See UNITED STEELWORKERS, CLEANING UP THE CAR WASH INDUSTRY 1 (2008), http://assets.usw.org/Organizing/Documents/car_wash_paper.pdf, explaining that:
Beth Shulman has noted, “Inadequate wages are just the beginning. Low-wage jobs also mean few or no benefits, rigid schedules, late-night shifts, unsafe and unhealthy conditions, and lack of respect.”

III. THE INTERSECTING PATHS OF UNIONS AND WORKER CENTERS

The picture is not completely bleak, however, in large part because worker centers have emerged as an alternative form of organization concentrated among low-income immigrant workers. Worker centers and unions have experimented with using employment law, such as wage-and-hour or anti-discrimination laws, rather than labor law as a framework for initial organizing efforts, and they have met with some success. Worker centers, sometimes in partnership with unions but more often independently, have mobilized immigrant workers to engage in policy work, improving protections. Unions and worker centers are engaged in discussion, more often separately than together, about changes in membership, funding, programs, and strategies. Unions have not entered into wholesale experiments to change their approach to bargaining and representation, however. These are areas where more work is needed and where worker centers provide a provocative challenge to conventional union practices.

A. The Emergence of Worker Centers

Worker centers have popped up all over the country in the last twenty or so years. Janice Fine describes them as “community-based and community-led organizations that engage in a combination of service, advocacy, and organizing to provide support to low-wage workers, [most of which] serve predominantly or exclusively immigrant populations.” The current

Working at a carwash can be difficult and even dangerous, especially during the hot summer months when temperatures in Los Angeles approach 100 degrees. Workers are frequently forced to work without safety equipment, training on how to deal with hazards and chemical exposures in their workplaces, clean drinking water, breaks for rest and meals, minimum wages, overtime pay, health insurance, or respect and dignity on the job.


48 The literature on worker centers is growing rapidly. See, e.g., supra note 16; see also Immanuel Ness, ORGANIZING IMMIGRANT COMMUNITIES: UNITE’s WORKER CENTER STRATEGIES, in ORGANIZING TO WIN 87, 87-101 (Kate Bronfenbrenner et al eds., 1998); Charles Heckscher, ORGANIZATIONS, MOVEMENTS, AND NETWORKS, 50 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 313 (2005-2006); Craig McGarvey, IMMIGRANTS AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT, 94 NAT’L CIVIC REV. 35, 35-41 (2005).

49 Fine, Edge of the Dream, supra note 16, at 419-20. Fine traces the origins of worker centers back to ethnic organizations, faith groups, social service groups, and unions. Similar institutions were seen a century ago – the settlement houses, fraternal organizations, unions, and political parties, and
wave of worker center organizing is responding to modern immigration and economic trends, including the cross-border movement of low-skilled workers and changes in domestic industries and employment relationships. Jennifer Gordon, founder of an early worker center, credited labor unions – or, to be more precise, two failures of unions – for spurring the creation of worker centers. The first was the failure to keep pace with economic and workforce changes during the era of “business unionism” from the 1950s to 1970s and, in some cases, well beyond. Under the “business unionism” model, unions tended to focus on services for current members rather than organizing; in particular, unions failed to reach out to excluded immigrants, women, and people of color. The second failure occurred when unions, reacting to the decline, justifiably prioritized organizing but adopted, in Gordon’s view, a somewhat narrow focus on large-scale, “strategic” campaigns.

The aims of strategic campaigning are to organize “on scale” by moving large groups of workers into the ranks of unions. The key step in labor unions that aided immigrants in the early-1900s – but they largely faded as immigration declined after the 1920s and as New Deal institutions took on responsibility for providing services to workers.


See Gordon, We Make the Road, supra note 16, at 424-27. For a discussion of business unionism in comparison with other possible paradigms, see Jim Pope, supra note 50.

Unions were hampered by employer opposition and other difficulties that impeded growth in heavily immigrant sectors, of course, but the historical opposition of unions to organizing immigrants, particularly undocumented immigrants, has served as impetus to the increase in worker center organizing. See Saru Jayaraman & Immanuel Ness, Models of Worker Organizing, in THE NEW IMMIGRANT WORKFORCE 71 (Sarumathi Jayaraman & Immanuel Ness eds., 2005); Marion Crain & Ken Matheny, Labor’s Identity Crisis, 89 CAL. L. REV. 1767, 1775, 1828-29 (2001); Pope, supra note 50, at 333.

There is a difference between comprehensive campaigning and strategic campaigning, at least as commonly practiced. Comprehensive campaigns incorporate many different sorts of activities in order to maximize the union’s chance of overcoming external obstacles to success; a comprehensive
strategic campaigning is targeting: focusing resources on those employers, sectors, and markets where objective conditions – the size of the bargaining unit, the amount of consolidation of employers in the industry, the financial strength of the target, the likelihood of capital flight – exist that make it possible to believe that one could win recognition and sustain gains. For instance, a shift in union targeting has been discerned in recent years as unions decreased campaigns directed at “mobile” firms that might easily be moved overseas and increased campaigns directed at non-profit employers. Unions experienced higher win rates where there already was relatively high union density in the region or union presence in other branches of the same firm. Strategic campaigning considerations pointed unions away from organizing among immigrant workers in unskilled peripheral jobs, and worker centers came in to fill that void. Unions that engaged in organizing in low-wage sectors tended to focus on the core job end of the continuum, while many worker centers either focused on low-wage immigrant communities regardless of industrial sector or focused on workers seen as poor candidates for organizing such as day laborers, domestic workers, or restaurant workers.

B. Convergence: A Common Framework for Organizing

Unions and worker centers, despite focusing on largely different groups of workers, have moved toward a common model of organizing. Both have come to use employment law claims tactically and, as Benjamin Sachs describes, increasingly as a framework within which to nurture or-

campaign approach has been shown to increase win rates in NLRB election campaigns. See BRONFENBRENNER & HICKEY, supra note 14. Most union campaigners, however, consider strategic campaigning as first and foremost based on a discipline in targeting that focuses scarce organizing resources on employers, sectors, and markets where power as marked by high-density unionization is seen as objectively achievable. Bronfenbrenner’s and Hickey’s study bears out this distinction, noting that the most successful unions used targeting in 71% of NLRB election campaigns, a rate 25% higher than the usage of any other single tactic. In other words, successful unions routinely practice strategic campaigning – targeting, targeting, targeting – even while inconsistent in comprehensive campaigning. Id. at 45-46.

In contrast, union organizers have criticized worker centers leaders for focusing on questions of process and role too much and on objective analysis of possibilities for gaining power too little. See Jenkins, supra note 16, at 58. Jenkins argues that objective conditions should be taken into consideration, including the “number of people involved in the organizing, the type of work they perform in society, the financial resources they have, the strength of their allies, the power of the forces they are confronting, and the changes being sought. Objective conditions are not static – the entire point of social activism is changing them – but at any given moment, these conditions will limit and define both the form that struggle will take and the power relationships within the campaign between staff and members.” Id. at 61.

BRONFENBRENNER & HICKEY, supra note 14, at 29-35.
organizing efforts among low-wage workers. Unions and worker centers, collectively, have won victories in recent years among childcare, homecare, janitorial, food services, healthcare, construction, and other workers. Many of these workers are immigrants.

Worker centers began organizing on a small scale, starting with straightforward worker mobilization and direct action tactics to try to resolve problems like wage theft – the nonpayment or underpayment of wages. Worker centers, many of which have employed attorneys or worked closely with law clinics or legal service programs, also often have filed employment claims on behalf of workers. This has been done for a variety of reasons: as a service to assist workers, a mechanism to draw in new activists, a means of bringing public visibility to issue-oriented activities, and a way to reform employer behavior.

In a parallel track, unions have expanded the use of multiple tactics in comprehensive organizing campaigns, an approach shown, in a series of

59 See generally Ashar, supra note 16 (describing the support a university-based legal clinic has provided to ROC-NY campaigns); Gallagher, supra note 22 (outlining labor’s move to embrace immigrant organizing and support worker centers); Hyde, supra note 16; John Seewer, supra note 18 (describing organizing efforts among immigrant construction, childcare, janitors, and others). A particularly interesting campaign is the CLEAN Car wash campaign in Los Angeles, a campaign supported by the United Steel Workers of American, the AFL-CIO, and many local community and legal services organizations. See UNITED STEEL WORKERS, supra note 46; Narro, supra note 16. An interesting survey of strategies undertaken by community groups/worker centers and one union is laid out in MARNIE BRADY, BUILDING MOVEMENT PROJECT, ALLIANCES FOR CHANGE: ORGANIZING FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (2007), available at http://buildingmovement.org/pdf/Alliances_For_Change.pdf.
60 See Ashar, supra note 16, at 1893 (noting that “[l]aw clinics were among the first legal organizations to collaborate with workers centers,” starting with Michael J. Wishnie and Nancy Morawetz at New York University); see also Juliet M. Brodie, Post-Welfare Lawyering: Clinical Legal Education and a New Poverty Law Agenda, 20 WASH. U. J.L. & POL’Y 201, 225 (2006) (encouraging legal services attorneys to engage in advocacy around worker rights and jobs issues).
studies by Kate Bronfenbrenner and others starting in the 1980s, to increase the chances of a union victory. Among the tactics used by unions has been the development of employment claims, primarily wage-and-hour or discrimination claims.

As worker centers and unions have gained experience in developing employment claims in the context of employer-targeted organizing campaigns, employment law has emerged as a substitute framework for organizing, replacing dysfunctional labor law. Employment law serves to galvanize collective activity, insulate workers’ nascent organizing efforts from employer retaliation, and generate subsequent organizing activities. In this model, collective claims are framed by workers in terms of existing employment rights. This makes the effort both more grand (as something righteous) and more modest (being aimed at what are really only minimum standards in the law). When framed this way, workers construct “a shared experience of unjust treatment” and “a collective identity based around possession of employment rights.” Organizing efforts built around employment law claims may be “generative,” because success, at first, produces “more robust forms of collective action.” In addition, workers who face employer reprisals for organizing, particularly undocumented workers, have recourse under employment statutes that has been denied under labor law since the 2002 Hoffman Plastics case, although the protections are far from adequate. There are drawbacks. The employment law model does not offer a vehicle for asserting rights above existing minimum rights. Nor do employment laws completely protect workers from retaliation or create unity where there is a heterogeneous workforce in which groups are affected differently by the assertion of employment rights.

61 See Bronfenbrenner & Hickey, supra note 14; Kate Bronfenbrenner, The Role of Union Strategies in NLRB Certification Elections, 30 INDUS. & LAB. REL. REV. 195 (1997); Kate Bronfenbrenner, Employer Behavior in Certification Elections and First Contracts: Implications for Labor Law Reform, in RESTORING THE PROMISE OF AMERICAN LABOR LAW 75 (S. Friedman et al. eds., 1994); Kate Bronfenbrenner & Tom Juravitch, The Impact of Employer Opposition on Union Certification Win Rates: A Private/Public Sector Comparison (Econ. Policy Inst. Working Paper No. 113, 1994).


63 See Sachs, supra note 38, at 2690-91.

64 Id.

65 Id. at 2728.

66 Id. at 2735.

The Restaurant Organizing Center (ROC) offers an example of how this works. ROC was started after the events of September 11, 2001, by the UNITE HERE union to help the employees of Windows on the World, a restaurant that occupied the top floor of one of the Twin Towers. It then spun off to become an independent group, and has developed a very sophisticated and disciplined approach that includes employer-focused campaigns. In 2004-2005, for example, ROC ran a campaign against two restaurants owned by the Smith & Wollensky Restaurant Group. The workers complained that they were not paid overtime and experienced discriminatory treatment. ROC helped the workers file a lawsuit, and workers and supporters carried out informational picketing and rallies for months. The employer finally agreed to settle the lawsuit by paying workers some money, committing to follow the law, and allowing limited monitoring to prevent retaliation against worker-leaders. ROC has gone on to run many other employer-focused campaigns in New York and to develop affiliates now running campaigns in other cities. After the employer-focused campaign, workers can continue to be active in training programs, new organizing at other sites, policy advocacy, or the co-operative restaurant.

In the CLEAN Car Wash campaign, an effort currently underway in Los Angeles, a similar organizing model is being deployed. The campaign originated after local legal services and other community groups began identifying problems faced by carwash workers and meeting with resistance in effecting change. The United Steelworkers of America, with support from the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO), subsequently initiated a “community-wide” campaign to organize a quintessentially hard-to-organize sector. There are roughly 430 carwashes in Los Angeles County, whose employees are mostly immigrants with reported incomes of slightly less than $13,000. The union, together with community groups, has used wage-and-hour and other employment claims to highlight industry problems, pressure exploitative employers, and protect and encourage organizing efforts. The use of employment law claims, first by legal services organizations like Bet Tzedek and, later, also by the Steelworkers, has helped to generate community-wide organizing. Although no union has yet been recognized, the effort demonstrates the convergence around organizing strategies.

Given this convergence in organizing approaches, it is remarkable to view the almost complete divergence of post-organizing approaches. Worker centers move toward outside-the-shop policy work, supplemented

---

68 United Steelworkers, supra note 46, at 6.
69 Id. at 2, 3, 5.
70 Id. at 6.
by leadership development, participatory research, and workforce development programs, while unions generally deepen their investment in employer-focused activities through the use of bargaining and representation tools.

C. Divergence: Post-Organizing Strategies

Unions and worker centers diverge dramatically in post-organizing activities. One way to think about the divergence is that worker centers have grown up living the reality of globalization, immigration, change, uncertainty – as “Davids” trying to figure out how to avoid being stepped on by “Goliath.” Unions, on the other hand, have had to relearn that they are, in fact, “Davids” in this new world – even with many times the members and resources of worker centers. Another way to think about the challenge is that unions have tremendous legal obligations to members that worker centers simply do not, namely bargaining, representation, and governance. Unions also have the significantly different challenges of self-funding through dues deduction and winning recognition for new units. For unions to step back and rethink it all, perhaps change it all, while also every day having to do it all, is a herculean task, one consistently underestimated by union critics.

Worker centers recognize that investing significant resources in employer-focused activities after an initial organizing effort is not productive because of their size and resources, because they seek to avoid classification as a “labor organization” under labor laws, and because of the high-turnover of both employers and employees in many low-wage industries in a globalized economy. What worker centers do after initial organizing is change the focus from the employer to outside-the-shop activities. Worker centers generally do not seek to improve standards or address problems on a shop-by-shop basis. They do not tie membership to employer-based units. They cherry-pick activists and move them into training and activities outside the shop, including participatory research, campaigns to create new or

71 Janice Fine explained some years ago the failure of worker centers to develop an “economic strategy” to prospectively change employer behavior or to create ongoing workplace structures and monitoring:

Yet their numbers remain relatively small and they have not been able to regularize membership through systematic collection of dues, leaving them dependent upon outside sources of funding. In addition, very few of the organizations have succeeded so far at large scale economic intervention in labor markets through worker organizing efforts. So far, they seem best at bringing community organizing strategies to bear on labor issues through politics and worst at doing so through economic strategies.

to better enforce existing employment rights, and new organizing efforts
directed at other employers. Some provide skills training, and other ser-

vices including access to low-cost health insurance or legal services; others
engage with employers who are interested in “high-road” development
activities such as partnering to promote employers willing to respect worker
rights and enhance worker skills and opportunities.

Unions have a harder time accepting that established employer-
focused approaches may need to be changed. In particular, it is hard for
unions to adjust to the virtual impossibility of “taking wages out of competi-
tion.” Unions have achieved their greatest success in this country by
organizing a high density of workers in particular industries and markets,
then bargaining so that all the leading employers agree to improvements as
high as possible so long as roughly the same across the board. That strate-
gy has allowed union workers to raise wages and benefits while union
employers are insulated from undermining competition.  If unions cannot
achieve meaningful density – and the number of workers organized in low-
wage private sector jobs is abysmally low – then unions have neither the
power to win great improvements nor the security of insulating higher-
paying employers from competition. What, then, is the proper way to use
the key tools of bargaining and representation, two extremely important
areas of labor rights and sources of union power? There are not a lot of
alternatives to be found, which is why the worker center movement offers a
tantalizing view of other strategic possibilities. Even more, stepping away
from the traditional approach strikes a blow to the fundamental self-image
of unionists as fighting organizations accountable to their base. Asking a
unionist to consider the idea that it might be better to not even try to bargain
for health insurance benefits for uninsured workers, for example, seems like
heretical abandonment of the core union mission of helping workers get
what they need and want. Because of both the lack of developed strategic
alternatives and the deep-seated commitment to improving members’ work

72 See Porter, supra note 18 (“The central problem for unions stems from a core strategy: to
organize all the businesses serving a given market, and thus avoid putting unionized companies at a
disadvantage relative to their competition. ‘One of unions’ most fundamental jobs is to take wages and
benefits out of competition,’ said Bruce S. Raynor, the general president of Unite Here, the union of
workers in the textile and hotel industries. While this strategy worked well when a few industrial giants
had a virtual lock on the nation’s consumers, it started to fall apart as deregulation and trade liberaliza-
tion took hold in the 1970’s, ushering in an era of more intense competition in business.”); see also
Samuel Estreicher, Trade Unionism Under Globalization: The Demise of Voluntarism, 54 St. Louis U.
L.J. 415, 420-21 (2010) (“[U]nions have trouble in competitive markets because, at least from the firm’s
point of view, they are net cost-adding institutions but are unable to neutralize those costs by organizing
the entire product market or by tariffs or ‘prevailing wage’ laws dampening product market competi-
tion.”).
lives, unionists are strongly attached to traditional approaches to bargaining and representation.

Because the traditional strategy relies not only on winning high-density but sustaining that membership, low-wage workforces present additional obstacles to success in that model. Sustaining membership in low-wage units may be even harder than initial organizing. Sustaining membership requires that: (a) organized employers stay in business; (b) workers get and stay signed up (even in high-turnover units in right-to-work states); (c) low-wage workers pay dues that at least cover the costs of bargaining and representation or, alternatively, higher-paid units continuously subsidize low-wage units; (d) someone covers the costs of future organizing and other activities; and (e) no decertification campaign is run by anti-union forces. If a union negotiates costly improvements in a competitive industry, the employer is placed at a disadvantage vis-à-vis competitors. If a union does not bargain improvements, maintaining membership is more difficult, facing a decertification effort may be more likely, and despite saving costs employer and unit survival still are by no means guaranteed. In any case, where union members’ wages are low, their dues likely also are low, and unless those dues are aggregated in very large bargaining units members are unlikely to be able to pay for the cost of ongoing representation activities (much less to cover the cost of bargaining or make contributions to organizing or other union programs). This can create political tensions, as higher-wage members resist ongoing subsidies to lower-wage units, particularly when those low-wage units are not part of the same local or regional grouping. All these challenges make sustainability difficult; something has to give.

Add to this the complexities that arise in heavily immigrant workforces. Consider the problems related to communication. In the nursing homes represented by a local union for which I worked, for example, the workforce included roughly equal numbers of English, Spanish, and Haitian-Creole speakers. Building a staff and leadership team capable of communicating in all three languages was necessary in virtually

---

73 Imagine a full-time worker making $8 per hour. If that person works 2,080 hours in a year, gross pay is $16,640. If dues are set even at 2% of gross pay, annual dues are $332.80. A 100-person bargaining unit, even with full membership, will generate $33,280 per year in dues. That money must pay for: all staff support (organizer/representative to do signup, grievances, mobilization, leadership development/training, bargaining, administration, communications); all activist mobilization costs (meetings, trainings, transportation to rallies/events, food, conferences); all per capita dues to the international union or other intermediary bodies (who support centralized functions including: research, organizing, coordination, representation to national and international bodies, policy advocacy, etc.); costs of union elections, board meetings, informational materials; and record-keeping and reporting both to members and leaders and to the government.
every one of the seventy-plus shops spread across Miami, Tampa, Orlando, and south of Jacksonville. Building multilingual staff and leadership was necessary in shops with fifteen members as well as those with 150 and on day, evening, and night shifts.

Other challenges also arise in the immigrant workforce context. Immigrant members often are concerned with immigration-related issues, and unions must be prepared to deal with those issues. Some immigration related issues include: Social Security no-match letters, scheduling difficulties related to immigration proceedings and supervised release, immigration threats or raids, and the mundane need for translation of information received only in English regarding benefits, or workplace policies.\(^{74}\)

Unions, despite the tremendous challenges, invest heavily in employer-focused bargaining and representation work even in low-wage, predominantly immigrant bargaining units. Unions generally try to bargain comprehensive contracts to improve wages and benefits above market level and to run shop-floor focused representation programs aimed at enforcing all provisions of the contract. Unions focus leadership development work at building a strong shop-floor leadership corps capable of signing up members (in those states where sign-up is necessary), addressing contract violations, communicating in whatever languages unit members speak, and involving members in activities.

For example, to use again the example of the nursing home local union, we worked with our existing leaders, most of whom at the time were African-American certified nursing assistants (CNAs), to define what made for a “union house.” The benchmarks included, as I recall: reaching 70% membership or higher; recruiting a multilingual, representative leadership team capable of communicating with all workers in all languages on all shifts and in all departments as well as investigating and processing grievances; mobilizing members for actions – wearing stickers, carrying out “marches on the boss,” and so on – in support of key grievances; maintaining updated union bulletin boards; participating in orientations and/or otherwise reaching out to new hires; sending representatives to the monthly regional “Dignity Leadership Council” meetings; participating in the political education committee activities; and recruiting and mobilizing a target number of activists to be member-organizers and member-political organizers for organizing, political, and community events. The problems which arose in each of the shops included issues related to seniority, scheduling, safe staffing, training, discrimination, pay, training, promotions, poli-

\(^{74}\) Thanks to Fran Ansley for relating a story about some of these additional difficulties, along with many other words of advice.
cies about the use of languages other than English in patient care areas, discipline, terminations, disrespect from supervisors, changes in attendance or other policies, and patient care concerns. When negotiations approached, the leadership team and staff developed and collected bargaining surveys, recruited and elected bargaining teams, participated in training, mobilized for contract campaign activities (including in-shop actions and pickets), attended bargaining, mobilized non-bargaining team members to attend bargaining, shared regular updates on bargaining with other workers, and prepared presentations. The leadership and staff also ran regional leadership meetings each month in five regions, developed and carried out education programs, and coordinated phone banks, lobby days, and steward and local elections. The internal organizing staff included two Haitian-Creole speakers, two Spanish speakers, and one monolingual English speaker, and the goals and workload were not at all unusual. The local innovated to improve efficiency by having leaders from shops with a full complement of leaders help out in weaker shops, by building regional leadership development programs, by cross-training staff so they could cover all shops – whether nursing home, hospital, or building services – in a geographic area, and by increasing the use of phone and electronic assistance.

Even with greater efficiency, the union failed to meet all its goals. Unions trying to do it all will fail, particularly in low-wage industries where worksite problems abound, where multilingual units are standard, and where round-the-clock shifts and high turnover place additional demands. The lively unions – the ones that try to do the most – will fall short the most. One could say that trying to meet the needs and expectations, both individual and organizational, is desirable even if routinely falling short is the result. More helpful would be rejecting outright the goal of doing it all and engaging members in a difficult discussion aimed at narrowing the range of union goals and activities.

Many union leaders, if asked, likely would say they stick with the traditional employer-focused program because it is the best way to build a strong union and because they are legally obligated to represent bargaining-unit members fairly. It is worth thinking about whether a traditional bargaining and representation program really is best for union survival and strength and whether, in addition, the union really is legally obligated to take a traditional approach.

D. A Worker-Center-Like “Minimum Standards” Program for Unions

Worker centers move away from employer-focused activity except for what I will call a “minimum standards” program. The reasons for the worker centers to limit employer-focused activity are, in part, quite distinct from the reasons a union might consider making the same move. In part,
however, the reasons are based in the same reality – the lack of a viable economic strategy in many low-wage industries.

1. The Worker Center Version

Worker centers operate in a different financial and legal context. Worker centers must forswear ongoing “dealing with” employers in order to avoid being considered “labor organizations” under the NLRA and other labor laws. This designation would subject them to the ban on secondary boycotts, the extensive financial rules and reporting requirements, limitations on many forms of employer partnerships, and other regulations. The need to avoid being deemed a “labor organization” under the Act is a negative reason for choosing the minimum standards path. In addition, worker centers do not survive based on membership dues. Thus, the consequences of failing to maintain strong membership at worksites after organizing campaigns are much less significant for worker centers than unions. The choices made by worker centers, however, do not simply arise from the desire to avoid burdensome restrictions, nor from the lack of a direct nexus between membership and funding. They are strategically-driven decisions. Employer-directed fights – after the initial organizing – are not the only, or the best, mechanism for building the group’s ability to engage workers or improve standards.

ROC, for example, defines its strategy as including three-prongs: (1) employer-focused campaigns aimed at winning initial demands framed in terms of employment laws, (2) research that supports policy campaigns to improve industry conditions, and (3) promotion of “high road” practices through partnerships with employers as well as by means of ROC’s own worker-cooperative restaurant and training programs. In an employer-
focused campaign, ROC might resolve employment claims by negotiating an agreement that guarantees compliance with existing statutes and, perhaps, includes very modest additional improvements. ROC has negotiated settlement agreements that include, for example, a few days of paid vacation or paid sick leave. ROC is wary of the “labor organization” label, having been brought before the NLRB by an employer seeking to have ROC determined to be a union and subjected to union restrictions.\(^78\) ROC’s monitoring of settlement agreements, as a result, is limited. In order to protect activists from retaliation unlawful under employment statutes, ROC has negotiated to receive advance notice of potential firings and the opportunity to discuss them with the employer. Generally, however, ongoing investment in shop-floor efforts is avoided.

Worker centers like ROC, though small, have had an impact beyond their size. Centers have created new minimum standards by passing local legislation—including laws to combat wage theft, to require paid sick days, to make compliance with employment standards a condition for licensing, and to increase the minimum wage. Worker centers have contributed at the state and national level to reform Department of Labor enforcement, access to special visas for victims of workplace crimes, and guestworker rules. Worker centers also have initiated experiments to model or promote “high-road” development through social entrepreneurial ventures, such as ROC’s Colors restaurant that started in New York and now is expanding to other markets, as well as worker cooperatives in cleaning, catering, and landscaping.

What worker centers’ experiences have shown is that ongoing employer-focused and shop-floor activities are not necessary for creating a lively organizational culture, promoting worker involvement, or even making very modest gains in wages and benefits. At least on a small scale (like that on which worker centers act), unions’ use of outside-the-shop activities can accomplish the same goals. Low-wage, immigrant workers can and will dedicate significant time to engage in training, organizing, and policy advocacy; they will fight for policy gains to improve minimum standards for themselves and others; and they will stay involved over time. Low-wage workers have proved willing to work on immigration- and workplace-related policy issues despite the lack of an employer-focused

program. Guestworkers organized by the New Orleans Workers Center for Racial Justice (who were brought here to work for the Signal Corporation), for example, engaged in a hunger strike, a march to Washington, and lobbying activities to protest the actions of Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents and to promote more fair policies on guestwork.\textsuperscript{79} The members of Domestic Workers United just passed the first-ever state “Domestic Workers Bill of Rights” in New York; this historic piece of legislation won because immigrant domestic workers carried out participatory research, discussed options, developed proposals, learned about the legislative process in trainings, shared testimony, lobbied, and demonstrated, thus making the exploitation of the most isolated of low-wage workers an issue of public importance.\textsuperscript{80}

It is possible to characterize a minimum standards program as simply “doing less for members,” but the ROC example – as well as examples provided by the New Orleans Worker Center for Racial Justice, Make the Road by Walking, Domestic Workers United, and CASA Maryland – lays out a program of “more” in policy advocacy, leadership development, and participatory research to balance the “less” of in-shop work. There is intense training of leaders, research and reporting to “beat the drum” publicly about worker exploitation, creative mobilization, policy advocacy (to raise workplace standards across-the-board), and sophisticated media and communications work.

Such policy, leadership, and research work also is carried out by unions. The difference is that unions typically try to do outside-the-shop activities and also carry out a comprehensive program of traditional bargaining and representation. The likely result is to reduce, rather than enhance, the ability of the union to sustain low-wage units, which is a bad result for all workers.


2. A Union Version

A minimum standards program would do more than increase efficiency in bargaining and representation; it would fundamentally change the goals of bargaining and reduce support for addressing worksite problems.

In a worker-center-like program, a union would use collective bargaining to ensure effective protection of minimum employment standards and union rights – but not as a mechanism to win more than very modest additional gains. Unions would support shop-floor fights where there is a legal obligation to engage, either through off-site mechanisms like SEIU’s call centers or with very limited staff or lost-time leader support. In general, however, shop-floor fights would not be supported with additional resources. Unions would bargain provisions to protect leadership, deduct dues, and allow leaders time off to participate in non-shop-floor activities, but they would try to avoid negotiating a comprehensive contract. The reason for avoiding the comprehensive contract is to avoid giving rise to the legal obligation to enforce all the provisions included in a typical union contract. This is pragmatic (unions often do not have the resources to adequately enforce comprehensive contracts in low-wage units) and strategic (following a worker center model, the union would choose to devote the bulk of their resources to other pursuits).

The goal is not to reduce the union’s efforts to generate collective action aimed at work-life improvements, but to redirect the struggle in a way that makes sense for the industry and the organization, thus allowing unions to have success in representing low-wage immigrant workers. Unions still can be legitimate unions, use the tools provided for under the NLRA, and fight good fights, but, at least in low-wage industries, they would look and act more like worker centers in low-wage industries.

3. The Benefit of Convergence Around a Worker Center Model

The benefit – or at least the hope – that a worker center model brings to unionism in low-wage sectors is the opening of possibilities for unions to be a meaningful part of low-wage workers lives and to be social justice organizations. There has been discussion in recent years about what “social justice unionism” means, particularly in light of the continuing decline of unions in the United States and the importance of globalization economically, culturally, and politically.

Bill Fletcher, Jr., and Fernando Gapasin argue that social justice unionism requires: a commitment to collective action that addresses oppression based on class, race, and gender; community-labor collaborations aimed at building political and economic power around a broad range of
issues (not simply employer-focused bargaining power to address a narrow range of workplace issues); and inclusion in leadership of individuals that reflect the makeup of the working class. 81 Amy Dean and David Reynolds, discussing revitalization of the labor movement, argue for a “social vision” aimed at: reversing economic and social inequality; promotion of just policies on a wide range of issues from wages to transportation, education, and housing; and a broad community-labor commitment to democratic decision-making that “puts justice for working people at the center of public policy.” 82 With this social vision, unions will be “more than narrow defenders of their members’ interests at work;” unions will become “high-profile advocates for a new vision of the public good.” 83 Bruce Nissen describes social movement unionism in terms of the belief “that the labor movement must return to its ‘movement’ roots and build a social movement of workers and their allies against corporate domination. . . .” 84

My purpose is not to meld the different definitions, but rather to point out that there seem to be some practical threshold requirements in any view of social justice unionism, and a worker-center-like program could help unions reach the threshold requirements while promoting the sort of discussion and debate necessary for further revitalization efforts. In minimal practical terms, social justice unionism requires that unions are present in low-wage workers’ lives by offering a route to membership and/or activism (with or without membership); that unions be able to survive economically; and that unions take on issues, whether in the workplace or elsewhere, that matter to low-wage and immigrant workers. One of the frustrations of much discussion of social justice unionism is that there tends to be a great deal added to the plate of local and international unions without any acknowledgement of the need to reduce and restructure existing activities, much less any prescription for how to do so.

Unions historically have offered a route to collective action, maintained independent self-funding, and taken on a wide range of issues from health and safety to job security to retirement concerns. The traditional employer-focused program, for example, involved building a steward structure that served as the base for ongoing struggle in the shop and supported outside political and community activities. The role of steward is absolutely inspired, and watching a good steward in action is a privilege.

81 FLETCHER & GAPASIN, supra note 10, at 165-85.
83 Id. at 9.
84 Bruce Nissen, Alternative Strategic Directions for the U.S. Labor Movement: Recent Scholarship, 28 LAB. STUD. J. 133, 138 (2003).
Stewards are the worksite leaders, with responsibility for signing up members, leading fights to stop workplace abuses and enforce contract rights, communicating with co-workers and management, and educating and engaging members around a vision of solidarity and justice. Strong stewards are effective advocates, agitators, listeners, and educators. Well-developed steward structures are the base of the historic labor claim to be the most vibrant adult education institutions and social justice organizations in the nation.

The heart of the union’s historic leadership work is not found, however, in the particular nature of traditional steward activities. Rather, a good steward program engages individuals in struggle over issues that matter in workers’ lives both at work and in the community, sets out clear and meaningful responsibilities for consciousness-raising and activism, generates support (or critique) and reflection among workers, and is sustainable because of the dues, the voluntarism, and the day-to-day communication and relationships at the workplace. More generally, unions have succeeded by creating a route to activism, a mechanism for democratic accountability, self-funding, and a joint struggle.

The worker center program, by lowering the resources aimed at the member-focused functions of bargaining and representation and by redefining “union voice” in terms of community based justice struggles, preserves the heart of union collective action but opens a new route to activism. Jennifer Gordon described the participation of low-wage immigrants, including domestic workers, in an early struggle for a New York unpaid wages act. The act was notable because it “was designed by nonvoting immigrants in response to a problem they perceived in their workplaces.”

Workers like Luz Torres, a domestic worker originally from Colombia, lobbied for the bill.

Fifteen years later, one can see how that sort of inspiring opportunity has been extended to thousands of domestic workers in New York through the struggle for a Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights at the state level, nationally through the formation of the National Domestic Workers Alliance (NDWA), and internationally through the AFL-CIO and NDWA joint campaign for a new Decent Work for Domestic Workers convention at the International Labor Organization.

---

85 GORDON, supra note 16, at 107.
86 Id. at 106.
87 See supra note 80.
based struggles of the sort Dean and Reynolds define as the core of “social
movement regionalism.”

IV. THE DUTY OF FAIR REPRESENTATION
AND A WORKER-CENTER-LIKE PROGRAM

For a union seeking to change to a model of scaled-back contractual
protections and employer-directed activities, such a change would present
legal issues. For present purposes, I will focus on only one area of concern.
If a union wanted to bargain for a less-than-comprehensive contract, would
anything in the duty of fair representation (DFR) require it to do more? A
union, for example, might bargain over fewer than the full list of mandatory
topics of bargaining; it might bargain for modest improvements rather than
seek significant ones, might agree to a grievance procedure covering only a
limited set of rights, or might focus more on union rights outside the shop
than union rights in the shop. A union that did so could run afoul of the
duty of fair representation. It has proved difficult to define what “fairness”
requires. Absent signs of the intent to discriminate against a protected cate-
gory of workers, the doctrine of substantive fairness should remain limited
and yield to union discretion. A union seeking to change its program to a
worker-center-like program, however, should invest resources in the sort of
conversations and opportunities for feedback that demonstrate support from
both majority and minority groups. That would offer protection from a
claim of procedural unfairness. More importantly, it would make it more
likely that such a change would meet with success.

Unions have a duty to fairly represent workers. While this duty
applies in bargaining and representation activities, bargaining is the situa-
tion addressed here. The DFR of members is a judicial creation springing
from the union’s status as an exclusive representative under the NLRA, as
well as from a history that includes ugly instances of discrimination based
on race, gender, ethnicity, or other factors. Unions may not act in a

88 DEAN & REYNOLDS, supra note 82, at 32.
89 Steele v. Louisville & N.R.R., 323 U.S. 192 (1944). It is possible that a union could avoid
DFR charges in a representation context by not bargaining a broad range of contract guarantees that then
triggers a duty to enforce those guarantees. The union’s duty to bargain over new issues arising during
the life of a contract is somewhat distinct and could present problems, also.
90 29 U.S.C. § 159(a) (2006), provides:
Representatives designated or selected for the purposes of collective bargaining by the majority of
the employees in a unit appropriate for such purposes, shall be the exclusive representatives of all
the employees in such unit for the purposes of collective bargaining in respect to rates of pay, wag-
es, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment: Provided, That any individual em-
ployee or a group of employees shall have the right at any time to present grievances to their em-
ployer and to have such grievances adjusted, without the intervention of the bargaining representa-
manner that is arbitrary, invidiously discriminatory, or in bad faith in their role as the exclusive representative of a group of workers. In general, the duty has been interpreted so as to accord great deference to union decision-making, but nevertheless sets limits on a broad range of union activities and is enforceable through courts or the NLRB. The underlying goal is to create a "bulwark to prevent arbitrary union conduct against individuals stripped of traditional forms of redress by the provisions of federal labor law."

The great difficulty has been in articulating a rational standard that can be applied with consistency so as to accomplish the protective goal without creating unnecessary litigation or an ineffective mechanical formula. "Fairness" is the principle that is supposed to limit the power of the union
to do the bad things it might do, without overly constraining the union in doing the good things it should do. Nailing down what substantive or procedural rules guarantee that outcome has been a tricky task.

The DFR has been interpreted to require substantive fairness, most often in cases where contracts were discriminatory on their face or in effect. In a worker-center-like minimum standards program, a claim based in substantive unfairness might arise if one group gained more than another in bargaining. Of course, some groups always gain more than others in bargaining; a wage increase of twenty-five cents an hour is a greater proportional increase for lower-wage workers than for higher-wage workers, and an increase to a night shift differential does not benefit day or evening shift workers at all.

In the context of a move to a minimum standards contract, the union might negotiate a provision requiring the employer to follow all applicable federal, state, and local employment statutes and to provide for arbitration of violations. Such a provision would not give employees any rights they did not already have, but would give workers a faster track to enforce their rights. Imagine that there are a minority of workers in the unit that are paid more than minimum wage while the majority is routinely shortchanged so their wages fall below minimum wage. The union’s decision to negotiate an arbitration provision distributes a quick method for redress equally to lower- and higher-paid workers, but the only ones likely to see a wage increase are the lower-paid workers previously subjected to minimum wage (and possibly other) employment law violations. Such an unequal benefit, however, would not likely be found to be a breach of a duty of fair representation. If there were evidence of invidious intent to discriminate

97 See Bowman v. Tenn. Valley Auth., 744 F.2d 1207 (6th Cir. 1984). Discrimination based on politics also has been an issue. See Clark, supra note 94 (analyzing a distinct line of cases dealing with political discrimination culminating in Truck Drivers Local 568 v. NLRB, 379 F.2d 137 (D.C. Cir. 1967)).

98 The value of a fast track to address violations of minimum wage or overtime rights should not be discounted, given the prevalence of wage theft in low-wage sectors. See Martelle, supra note 37. Samuel Estreicher has suggested that unions be allowed to trade some protections under employment law, specifically the FLSA. Samuel Estreicher, Freedom of Contract and Labor Law Reform: Opening Up the Possibilities for Value-Added Unionism, 71 N.Y.U. L. REV. 827, 848-49 (June 1996); see also Stewart Schwab, The Union As Broker of Employment Rights 41-54 (Cornell Law Faculty Working Papers, 2009), available at http://scholarship.law.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1057&context=clsops_papers.

99 See Huffman, 345 U.S. at 339 (finding no bad intent where union contract granted military veterans greater seniority credit, and non-veteran employees sued); see also Williams v. Pac. Maritime Ass’n, 617 F.2d 1321, 1330 (9th Cir. 1980) (stating union has not violated duty of fair representation when, in good faith, it bargains for better terms of employment for one group than for another).
against categories of people protected under other civil rights laws, however, the outcome likely would be different.  

If there were no intent to discriminate, but there were a disparate impact, it is difficult to predict whether a DFR claim would succeed. Imagine, for example, that the minority of higher-paid employees were all or mostly of one race (or gender, age, national origin, or any other protected category under existing civil rights laws); the majority of lower-paid workers were of a different race (or other protected category). Such a provision, distributing greater benefits to lower-paid than higher-paid workers, likely would survive a challenge, as it would not be arbitrary. Bargaining representatives have not generally been found in breach of the duty of fair representation on the grounds of arbitrariness because a “wide range of reasonableness” is presumed, making this claim difficult unless the union can offer absolutely no rational explanation for the provision. The rationale – ensuring a minimum standard of employment rights – likely would pass muster.

The situation would be more complicated if an existing contract were being modified in which the union was seen to have expropriated a legitimate expectation of “vested” benefits. If a union, for example, had in place seniority rights granting more experienced workers preferences in scheduling and leave time, but the union wanted to abandon that part of the contract in order to reduce its obligations to represent workers in workplace disputes, there could be a problem. Demonstrating a motive that did not target any particular group for reduced “vested” benefits would be important. The bad faith component in DFR cases is tied to motive, “allow[ing] unions to make [even] unfounded decisions as long as there is no evidence of deliberate wrongdoing.”

Courts and the Board also have considered whether fairness can be determined based on the procedure that a union uses to reach the challenged decision. The case law is muddled in the area of procedural fairness, but the questions are important for any union considering a change. It is hard to identify what procedures are best suited to promote fairness and how one


\[102\] Freed et al., supra note 96, at 482-84.

\[103\] Clark, supra note 94, at 1132.

\[104\] To some extent, the outlines of the duty of fair representation in general are muddled and have stayed muddled for thirty-plus years. See Griffin v. UAW, 469 F.2d 181, 182 (4th Cir. 1972) (“The phrase ‘duty of fair representation’ is a legal term of art, incapable of precise definition . . . [b]ut pronouncements made from time to time by the Supreme Court, articulating the somewhat hazy contours of the union’s obligations, do furnish a measure of guidance.”).
ensures the procedures are followed in good faith rather than just mechanically. Another part of the problem is that to determine what procedures are fair, one has to decide how to define a fair outcome. Freed, et al., argue that there is no procedure capable of guaranteeing a fair outcome, which they define as one that best reflects the desires of the bargaining unit members.\textsuperscript{105} They review several methods, none of which would adequately ensure the optimal result in the face of the complexities of bargaining.\textsuperscript{106} Moreover, they assert that ultimately fair process arguments rest on substantive judgments about fairness, subject to all the problems that afflict the substantive fairness standards.\textsuperscript{107}

One way out of the box is to suggest that fair procedures are not those that result in an outcome that reflects the optimal mix of bargaining unit member preferences, but rather the one that gives minorities the best “fighting chance” to be heard. Clark, for example, argues that “instead of reviewing the union’s choice of alternatives for reasonableness or fairness, courts should review the union’s decisionmaking process. If the union gave fair consideration to the complaining employees’ interests and based its decision on rational factors, the court should not interfere.”\textsuperscript{108}

Labor laws do not require procedures such as ratification of proposed agreements,\textsuperscript{109} the use of any particular mechanisms to develop contract demands, or compliance with whatever procedure is established in the union’s constitution.\textsuperscript{110} The duty of fair representation could be viewed as, perhaps, the appropriate mechanism for reading into labor law additional requirements for “responsible collective bargaining.”\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{105} That approach fails to take into account the non-voting workers to whom the union, in my view, also owes a solidarity obligation. Unions, in bargaining, not only are representing the members of the bargaining unit but also are taking into consideration the resources, interests, and desires of other members and the interests and desires of unorganized workers. Unit members, depending on the moment, the pressures, the demographics, and the quality of leadership and communication, may or may not take such factors into account. Certainly – for all sorts of reasons – there is a history of white-dominated bargaining units failing to take into account the interests of people of color who were not part of the bargaining unit or even the union as a whole. That, however, raises issues of leadership and governance that aren’t the issue here.

\textsuperscript{106} Freed et al., supra note 96, at 506-23.

\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id.} at 507 (arguing the “conscientious union” approach to procedural fairness results in ad hoc judgments about substantive fairness like those that afflict the substantive fairness approach).

\textsuperscript{108} Clark, supra note 94, at 1132.

\textsuperscript{109} Hyde, supra note 96, at 801 (drawing a connection between the treatment of ratification in DFR claims and an earlier decision that lack of ratification could not prevent a contract bar except if ratification was required by the contract); see also Appalachian Shale Prods. Co., 121 N.L.R.B. 1160, 1162-63 (1958).

\textsuperscript{110} Hyde, supra note 96, at 805-06, 819-21, 851-55.

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} at 807 n.57. Hyde criticizes “authoritarian” bargaining in which individual rights are not protected in order to “foster responsible collective bargaining.” Hyde, supra note 96, at 807 n.57. Hyde would require negotiations to be highly democratic and participatory in order to be “responsible.” Id.
Arbitrariness may be found where there is no evidence of procedures that allow for consideration of different interests, and bad faith may be found where procedures are used only to give the impression of fair consideration. In *Retana v. Apartment, Motel, Hotel and Elevator Operators Union, Local No. 14*, for example, a Spanish-speaking worker sued the union because union representatives failed to adequately inform her and other Spanish speakers about the contract, did not bargain for bilingual supervisors, and failed to process grievances on behalf of other Spanish speakers. The court said that *Retana* could have stated a claim by indicating bad motivation, but even without evidence of bad motivation a claim also was possible based solely on the union’s lack of process to ensure Spanish-speaking workers could participate in bargaining and representation activities.

In a minimum standards program, the union would face possible opposition from members in preparing demands, negotiating compromises, and approving a proposed agreement. From the outset, the union would be driving a bargaining program that would seem odd to many or most workers – bargaining for less than the maximum potential level of guarantees and in-shop resolution of disputes. Supporters of a minimum standards program would be doing this because of a commitment to a long-term strategy, but it is not a strategy that would necessarily be supported by all. It almost certainly would not be supported without a great deal of discussion.

If the union were following a worker center model and if the situation involved negotiations for a first contract following an initial organizing campaign, a commitment to the organizational strategy would have been secured during the organizing campaign. In order to safeguard the union against possible DFR claims, discussing overall strategy during the organizing campaign (and even securing some form of a written commitment to the minimum standards/social justice program) would be very use-

---

112 Hyde cites a number of cases in which procedural failures have caused courts to allow DFR claims to be pursued. Alexander v. Int’l Union of Operating Eng’rez, 624 F.2d 1235, 1241 (5th Cir. 1980); Branch 6000, Nat’l Ass’n of Letter Carriers v. NLRB, 595 F.2d 808, 811-12 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (failure to include non-members in demand preparation referendum); Frederickson v. System Fed’n No. 114 of Ry. Employees Dep’t, 436 F.2d 764, 769 (9th Cir. 1970) (failure to follow union negotiator’s policy statement); Frenza v. Sheet Metal Workers Int’l Ass’n, 567 F. Supp. 580, 586-87 (E.D. Mich. 1983) (failure to follow ratification); see also Boilermakers Local 202 (Henders Boiler), 300 N.L.R.B. No. 4 (N.L.R.B. Sept. 28, 1990) (failure to allow non-members to vote in a referendum on holidays); Lodge No. 10, IAM, 257 N.L.R.B. No 71 (Aug. 5, 1981) (failure to allow non-member storeroom attendants to vote on scheduling).

ful. Likewise, whether or not the union constitution requires ratification, holding – and winning – a ratification vote would be a safe practice, as would communicating regularly during negotiations.\footnote{114 See Frenza, 567 F. Supp. at 586.}

What would happen if, after committing to the minimum standards program during organizing, the workers balk during bargaining? Can the union fire its bargaining team and skip ratification? Must the union talk with workers to reach agreement about an approach? The answer is an unqualified maybe. One union was found not to have breached its duty when it refused to let bargaining unit members participate in a ratification vote, knowing they were hostile to the leadership’s position.\footnote{115 Another interesting set of questions concerns what happens if the members of a bargaining unit reject a proposed contract based on minimum standards and want a traditional program. In a worker center context both the organization and the workers are free to walk away at any moment, except insofar as a worker center has assumed responsibility as the legal representative of the workers in an employment lawsuit. Worker centers, however, have been largely unable to attain large memberships, unable to make membership a particularly meaningful commitment in terms of dues or other responsibilities, and unable to coordinate effectively across regions or nationally. This suggests that some constraints on exit might be useful or even necessary to maintain large numbers or coordinate across jurisdictions. Nevertheless, interesting variations in both the meaning of membership and the constraints on exit by both organization and individual are worth pursuing given the much broader range of experimentation taking place. Similarly, the two types of organizations sit far apart on a continuum of financial support – unions depend almost completely on dues and worker centers on grants and, to a lesser extent donors or dues groups of each sort are exploring diversifying their funding bases in different ways and/or coordinating more closely while maintaining distinct, specialized funding sources and roles. Of course, the legal constraints arising from labor, tax, anti-trust, and other areas of law are implicated. It is a lively area of both field experimentation and analysis.}

One union was found to have breached its duty when it ignored three separate votes against the terms of a proposed agreement and for completely distinct proposals.\footnote{116 Mfg., Maint., Indus. & Gen. Constr. Workers, Local Union No. 652, 237 N.L.R.B. 442, 443 (1978) (no breach of duty of fair representation found when ratification vote excluded work crew of a “vociferous opponent of both the Union hierarchy and the contract”).}

Another union was found to have breached its duty when it refused to let bargaining unit members participate in a ratification vote, knowing they were hostile to the leadership’s position.\footnote{117 Farmer v. Local 1064, United Catering, Rest., Bar & Hotel Workers, 99 L.R.R.M. (BNA) 2166, 28 (E.D. Mich. 1978).} If a union were to take a calculating view toward member participation, given these cases, then the leaders either would have to win and maintain the support of the members through ongoing participatory activities or the leaders would have to avoid allowing any expression of member preferences in order not to be held bound by them.

Of course, discouraging worker input or expression during bargaining is a far riskier strategy in the long run. In recent years, there has been a great deal of debate about whether one union or another is affording members of minority blocs a chance to be heard or whether union leaders are...
adequately responsive even to majorities in some situations.\textsuperscript{118} The latter issue is really a question of democratic governance, not a duty of fair representation issue, and union supporters should be wary of inviting intervention in internal decision-making by means of the DFR doctrine. Similarly, unions should be careful to follow procedures for input and to demonstrate responsiveness to member concerns during bargaining in order to avoid creating the grounds for greater judicial intervention.

Participatory engagements – talking about strategy, involving workers and leaders in actions, maintaining communication, seeking democratic buy-in – are ends in themselves, not simply tactically important activities to protect against possible DFR claims. That sort of engagement is a hallmark of much worker center activity and should be emulated, if it is not already, in order to guarantee the union’s success. These practices also are important in order to maintain a leadership cadre willing to move into new organizing and policy fights after negotiations are concluded. Strategic needs and commitment to collective action should cause a union to invest in participatory and democratic mechanisms, whether or not procedural DFR claims are possible.

V. CONCLUSION

Are unions already moving in the direction of worker-center-like programs? There are interesting collaborations, and some of them have served to coordinate efforts to organize but have not necessarily brought internal change to membership structures, bargaining, or representation work. In the car wash campaign, new organizing strategies are being explored, but it is unclear whether the Steelworkers, if they were to win the right to represent workers, also would change their post-organizing

\textsuperscript{118} Most of the criticism in recent years has been aimed at the Service Employees International Union for perceived failures of union leaders or staff to be adequately accountable to the wishes and interests of members. Generally the issues have been framed as failures of democratic governance, and fascinating tensions concerning centralization, decentralization, coordination, and democratic governance in a complex environment have emerged. In a distinct vein, however, one can imagine DFR claims being raised – and in some arenas meeting a favorable reception – in an effort to require union leaders not only to allow minorities a chance for input but also to more clearly respond to majority concerns, so long as those concerns are not overtly discriminatory. See, e.g., Steve Early, Reutherism Redux: What Happens When Poor Workers’ Unions Wear the Color Purple, LABOR NOTES, Sept. 2004; Steve Early, Where is the Real Debate About Labor’s Future?, LABOR NOTES, Oct. 2004; Amy Offner, Boston Janitors Say Strike Settlement Is No Victory, LABOR NOTES, Dec. 2003, at 1, 11; Ralph Thomas, Union, Nursing Home Alliance Team Up, SEATTLE TIMES, Mar. 5, 2007, available at http://archives.seattletimes.nwsource.com/cgi-bin/texis.cgi/web/vortex/display?slug=seiu05m&date=20070305. See also, for different perspectives, RICK FANTASIA AND KIM VOSS, HARD WORK: REMAKING THE AMERICAN LABOR MOVEMENT (2004); VANESSA TAIT, POOR WORKERS’ UNIONS: REBUILDING LABOR FROM BELOW (2005).
approaches. Some construction unions have collaborated with day laborer or guestworker centers, and these efforts involve rethinking basic membership terms to some extent.\footnote{Fine, \textit{Edge of Dream}, supra note 16.}

Unions, however, should be engaging in fundamental, internal change even if not partnered with a worker center; the restructuring job is primarily an internal challenge, one that cannot be achieved simply by finding a worker center ally. SEIU has put significant work into creating more efficient representation structures, using a call center model, and has narrowed bargaining goals in some sectors, such as nursing homes. SEIU has been widely criticized as undemocratic both because of the nature of the changes and the manner in which changes were pursued. If one can put aside the concerns about democracy and governance for a moment (not to minimize, but to separate those concerns), then the substantive changes themselves look a lot like a worker-center-like program. Call centers can provide advice in the appropriate language whether or not each individual shop has equally-well-trained and multilingual leaders; workers and leaders still can take on shop-floor problems, but the union would not invest in on-site staff or other support, in general. The narrowing of contract goals is a step toward both diminishing post-bargaining obligations for representation and strengthening the union’s ability to focus on outside-the-shop activities like policy advocacy, participatory research, creative mobilizations, or new organizing. Worker centers fight very limited employer-focused fights; when unions, operating at a scale thousands of times larger, move toward a similarly-limited engagement, the challenge of building worker support is much greater. The worker-center-like program, whether run on a small scale by a worker center or on a large scale by a union, still requires intense dialogue and engagement.

Other unions have sought to create occupational union membership even where the NLRA does not protect such forms. In New York, for example, the Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union (RWDSU) is experimenting with an occupational form of membership for retail workers, a huge segment of unorganized, mostly low-wage workers.\footnote{See “What is RAP,” Retail Action Project website, http://www.retailactionproject.org/pagedetail.php?id=3 (last visited Aug. 27, 2010). The site describes the RAP project as: “a membership organization for retail workers dedicated to improving the wages and working conditions in the retail industry. We are a growing network of retail workers who work together to win living wages, benefits and respect in all retail stores. RAP is a community labor partnership of the Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union (RWDSU) and Good Old Lower East Side (GOLES).” \textit{See also} Whitefield, \textit{supra} note 58, at 13-14.} If the union could develop a sustainable strategy, outside the framework of the NLRA
(which currently restricts non-construction unions from using the occupational union form), then workers would be able to join no matter for which employer they worked or even whether they were currently employed. With such a membership base of retail workers, the union might be able to productively use a mix of employer-focused policy and workforce development activities like that developed for restaurant workers by ROC. The possibilities are exciting, but the pace of change too slow from the perspective of the many workers essentially left out of the labor movement.

There is a parallel between unions and newspapers, both venerable institutions facing challenges to their very survival. Old-fashioned newspapers are dying, but does that mean the death of good journalism? If good journalism can only take the form of local, daily print newspapers, then yes. If there is a core of journalism that can be preserved in a different form or forms, then, perhaps no. Unions are dead in most low-wage sectors in many regions of this country, or so close to dead that the difference is hard to tell, at least from the perspective of an unorganized worker. Unionism in the traditional form does not appear likely to re-emerge any time soon. If there is a core of unionism, it is the central notion of collective action. Can unionism be meaningful to low-wage workers by preserving collective action but changing the form it takes? Emulating worker centers could in some respects be an important ingredient, and the time to experiment is now.